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State Government ReformPrior to 2017, if a West Australian had to access one of these services, they had to engage with multiple government agencies. This can sometimes be confusing and time-consuming for the client.On 28 April 2017, the Premier announced the first round of Machinery of Government changes in the public sector commencing with the amalgamation of a number of government departments.
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As of 1 July 2017, the Department of Communities was formed, amalgamating the former Department for Child Protection and Family Support; the Department of Housing (including the Housing Authority); the Disability Services Commission; the communities component of the Department of Local Government and Communities; Department of Aboriginal Affairs regional coordination and the Regional Services Reform Unit.This significant reform is aimed at creating collaborative departments focused on whole-of-Government objectives and delivering services in the most efficient way, including using new technology. The changes will help create a more efficient public sector to deliver better services for the community.
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Who Are We?At the Department of Communities, we cover a whole range of responsibilities, including:Child protection and family supportDisability servicesHousingCommunity ServicesHomelessnessPrevention of family and domestic violenceRegional services reformSeniors and ageingVeterans issuesVolunteeringWomen’s interestsYouth
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Key StatsThird largest government agency in WA.Budget of more than $3.87 billion (2017-18)6,000+ workforceState wide reach - delivering supports and services across the State Because of the size of our agency, we need to have a very clear vision of what we want to achieve.
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As our former agencies merged to become the Department of Communities it was clear that our fundamental purpose was always about enabling people, families and communities to be the best they can be.‘People, Place, Home’ is our tagline These words summarise the essence of why we exist and why our work is important to all Western Australians. �People reflects our person-centred approach across all of the various groups we serve.  We help people be the best they can be; to live a meaningful life; a life with opportunity for themselves and others.Place relates to our collective sense of self and how we belong: physically, socially, spiritually and culturally. It is where we feel connected – and ‘one of us’ rather than ‘one of them’. It’s how (and where) we connect to the world around us. Diverse, healthy and well-functioning communities enable citizens to play useful roles in social, economic and cultural life and provide positive ‘spaces and places’ for people to live, work and play.  �Home reflects both who we live with, and the dwelling we live in – and is so much more than just bricks and mortar. It has a deep, emotional meaning and reflects our private selves. Home is different for everyone, but it should always have a few things in common, regardless of who you are. It should be safe. It should be functional. It should provide a sense of security – both physically and emotionally. Coming together is the easy part.But in order to move forward, how we work together is key to our success.
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Our OrganisationOur structure comprises seven discrete but interrelated streams, each led by an Assistant Director General. Each stream has discrete accountabilities but shared responsibility for working collaboratively, as one team, to achieve our overall purpose and outcomes. Strategy and Transformation - sets the direction at a whole-of-system level; drives whole-of-agency outcomes and transformationPolicy and Service Design - develops strategies, policies, service models and initiatives that shape the delivery of integrated services and outcomesCommissioning and Sector Engagement - develops and oversees responsive service systems  and high performing servicesService Delivery Metropolitan Communities - delivers outcomes with, and for, people and communities in the metropolitan areaService Delivery Regional and Remote Communities - delivers outcomes with, and for, people and communities in regional and remotes areasCorporate Operations - enables and assures a high performing agencyCommercial Operations - delivers housing and community assets in support of People, Place, Home outcomesIn addition to the seven streams, the organisation will be supported by an Office of the Director General. This includes ministerial liaison, corporate communications, audit.Disability Services – is a separate division established to steward the transition of WA services to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
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Our Ministers & PortfoliosHon Simone McGurk MLA�Minister for Child Protection; Women’s Interests; Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence; Community Services;     Coordinating (Lead) MinisterHon Stephen Dawson MLC�Minister for Environment; Disability ServicesHon Mick Murray MLA�Minister for Seniors and Ageing; Volunteering; Sport and RecreationHon Peter Tinley AM MLA�Minister for Housing; Veterans Issues; Youth
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Service Priority ReviewThe Western Australian Government established the Service Priority Review in May 2017 to examine the functions, operations and culture of the public sector, with the aim of driving lasting reform. The Final Report was released in October 2017. The Report’s recommendations for a transformed public sector are strongly aligned to the Department of Communities’ ways of working, priorities and outcomes. This includes our focus on partnerships, holistic service responses and innovation. The recommendations of the Report, included:Improvements to the way we share and use informationStrengthening the workforce Implementation of whole-of-government targetsOutcomes should be prioritised over processThese are designed to increase collaboration across the public sector and, in turn, improve outcomes for individuals, families and communities.The Report also acknowledges that Communities is well placed to encourage the development of co-design capabilities across the sector. We intend to play an active part in the development of a whole of government community engagement strategy to ensure that it can facilitate genuine engagement with the people we serve.
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Integration & TransformationThe scale and momentum of the recent Machinery of Government changes has given us the opportunity to refresh the design and delivery of services to better support people facing significant disadvantage and vulnerability.Understanding what Western Australian communities need, and co-designing evidence and place-based responses that make sense on the ground, will be critical to how we work in future.In considering ways to better design and deliver services, we need to work in partnership – across government, community services, research, business and philanthropic organisations.
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New Ways of WorkingA major reform lies in the way we will go about our day to day work:Delivering transformed services:by working together to recalibrate how we think and what we do to get better outcomes for the people we serveit’s rarely either/or – but about shifting the balance and focus of our effortswe 'do with' rather than 'do to’ or ‘do for'.Testing new approaches:going beyond co-design into co-commissioning and co-production of servicesseeking collective impacts from a single investmentdesigning and delivering place-based services to address any community-specific issuesputting people at the centre of what we do – thinking about good lives, instead of good programs.Using local knowledge:making use of the unique capabilities of our clients, their family, friends and networks, other agencies, and the not-for-profit and private sectorscombining our expertise and efforts for greater collective impactunderstanding the strengths and challenges that impact service delivery in remote areasunderstanding the connection between problem and solution – communities themselves to develop coordinated responses that make a real difference in people’s lives. 
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Kimberley TransformationTo test the new direction for the Department of Communities and to establish the building blocks for broader reform, the Kimberley has been chosen as the first region to move to a transformed model of service delivery.The Kimberley Integration Steering Committee was established in November 2017 to oversee the Kimberley Transformation. Along with Tracey Gillett as the Interim Regional Director for the Kimberley, the Committee includes senior executives or assistant directors general from each of the streams.A set of overarching principles have been developed to guide how the Kimberley Transformation will go about delivering transformed services, testing new approaches, using local knowledge, enabling effective governance and ensuring organisational commitment.Based on consultations with Kimberley staff in late November/early December 2017, a series of Kimberley Transformation prototypes have been developed. The prototypes are a means for Communities to design, test and evaluate new models of service delivery, capacity building, collaboration and outcomes measurement. Information and learnings from the Kimberley prototypes will be gathered to inform and embed broader transformation across Communities. 
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Kimberley Transformation - PrototypesInterim regional team governance prototypeThis prototype will design and implement interim regional                                                                                                   governance to facilitate integration and devolved regional                                                                                               decision-making. What we learn will inform implementation of the Department’s                                                                                                           vision of place-based, locally designed services delivered by                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      regional teams with the required autonomy, authority and capacity. Family support coordination prototype (inclusive of Family Finding)This prototype will develop and test a whole-of-Communities family support coordination model (including learnings from Local Coordination, STEP/THRIVE, Intensive Family Support, Target 120), in partnership with local staff, local communities and other organisations.This prototype will also further develop Kimberley-based Family Finding capability to identify family connections for children at risk/in care and to support broader Communities initiatives.A more integrated, holistic approach to supporting individuals and families recognises the complexity of issues that can occur for people we support, invests in building capacity, and emphasises the importance of natural supports.Communities shop-front and office co-location prototypeThis prototype will establish a Communities shop-front in Fitzroy Crossing, in collaboration with the local community.Co-design of the service space will help to ensure that the shop-front is a space that will be accessible and utilised by the people using our services, and will help to establish a common brand for Communities in Fitzroy Crossing.The prototype will also co-locate all Communities staff in the office currently occupied by Child Protection and Family Support in Fitzroy Crossing. A shared Communities office will help foster service integration and staff collaboration and will provide opportunities for information sharing between services.  Management of client information sharing prototypeThis prototype will design and facilitate a series of workshops with Kimberley staff to explore the opportunities and key considerations for information use between divisions. This work will support the development of principles and guidelines to support staff when making decisions regarding the sharing of individual and family information across the organisation.Priority cluster review prototypeThis prototype will conduct a deep dive analysis of the commissioning of Family Support services currently operating in the Kimberley. This analysis will help to inform how we can best utilise our collective knowledge and resources to create more holistic service responses for individuals and families.Aboriginal employment progression and retention prototypeThis prototype will develop specific actions to increase the attraction, appointment and advancement of Aboriginal staff in the Kimberley to build on Communities’ Aboriginal Employment Strategy.For Communities to be responsive to the needs of Aboriginal families and communities in the Kimberley, it is vital to improve the representation of Aboriginal employees at all levels of the Department’s workforce, including in leadership positions. This includes making sure that Communities is an attractive and culturally secure workplace for Aboriginal staff.Professional development program prototypeThis prototype will develop and implement a Kimberley-specific professional development program to help staff manage change, foster greater Aboriginal cultural competence and support mindful information-sharing.
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District Leadership GroupsThe District Leadership Groups were established to build strong partnerships and coordinate efforts to achieve better outcomes for local communities. DLGs comprise senior representatives from State and Commonwealth governments, local government, the community services sector, Aboriginal community-controlled organisations and industry.The DLGs use the established approach of collective impact to develop community-driven, place-based initiatives for priority areas in their region.Continued on next page….
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District Leadership GroupsDLGs are currently in operation in the East and West Kimberley, Pilbara and Goldfields regions, and take a strategic approach to developing joint solutions to complex local issues.
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